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Abstract
Oil spill has been a global problem in both developed and developing oil producing countries, as large spills of oil
may have substantial environmental impacts. Several methods have been employed for oil spill detection. These
ranges from real-time remote surveillance by flying aircrafts with surveillance teams, to employment of various
types of sensors. The sensors employed include visible sensors, infrared sensors, ultraviolet sensors, radar sensors,
and laser fluorosensors. This paper presents the development an algorithm for detecting oil spill. The oil spill
algorithm has the ability to positively detect and characterize crude oil spills in the images acquired with video
cameras. All crude oil spill images used in the development and testing of the algorithm were obtained from Crude
Oil Spill Imaging Database, which is publicly available to researchers and image analysts at www.cosid.com.ng. A
total of 42 images were selected and used in the testing of the spill detection algorithm. To effectively detect an oil
spill, the algorithm goes through four major steps of sky and vegetation segmentation, homogeneity extraction,
entropy filtration, and standard deviation thresholding. The algorithm successfully detected the crude oil spill in 36
of the 42 images picked randomly from the Imaging database, which contains 104 images. This translated to a
sensitivity of 85.7%.

Keywords: Crude oil spill and detection, sky and vegetation segmentation, extraction, entropy
filtration.
(Ofualagba and Onyishi, 2020), as they are
less costly and easy to use. The visible light
spectrum still remains a research area as it is
an economical method for monitoring oil
spills, particularly on countermeasures
support operations.
A number of factors can contribute
to an oil spill. Some oil spills are natural,
while some are human influenced.
Sometimes, the activities of vandals in the
oil producing communities for either
pecuniary motive or sabotage could result in
oil spills. Some oil spills are as a result of
corrosion of pipelines used to convey crude
from points of exploration. The life span of
oil pipelines is estimated to be fifteen years
(Frank and Boisa, 2018). In Niger Delta
region of Nigeria, most of the pipelines used
to convey crude oil are as old as twenty to
twenty-five years. Information from Shell
Petroleum Development Company (SPDC)

1. Introduction
Oil spill has been a global problem in both
developed and developing oil producing
countries, as large spills of oil may have
substantial environmental impacts. Several
methods have been employed for oil spill
detection. These include real-time remote
surveillance by flying aircrafts with
surveillance teams, employment of various
sensors such as visible sensors, infrared
sensors, ultraviolet sensors, radar sensors,
and laser fluorosensors. Visible sensors are
still widely used in oil spill remote sensing
despite many shortcomings, including the
fact that there are no established methods to
ensure the positive detection of an oil spill in
visible sensor images. Visible sensors are
widely available and can be easily mounted
on aircrafts. Video cameras possess a lower
resolution than still cameras but are still in
widespread use for oil spill remote sensing
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shows that that most of the oil facilities were
constructed between the 1960s and early
1980s at the then prevailing standards
(Frank and Boisa, 2018; Agunobi, et al.,
2014). The potential problems associated
with oil spill are significant damage to the
environment and huge economic losses.
Crude oil spills can pollute land, streams,
and rivers and can have a devastating effect
on the agricultural arable land and water
environment by spreading over the surface
of the affected areas. It is a known fact that
Incidents of oil spillage had in the past
caused irreparable damage on the farmlands
and streams in the oil producing
communities, often reducing inhabitants of
the affected villages and communities to
refugees. In some cases, the spillage has
directly or indirectly caused the death of
people. The magnitude of oil exploration
activities in the Niger Delta is so enormous
that the toxic effect of oil pollution and
spillage on biological species, water
contamination and habitat disturbance pose
great biochemical and ecological impact
(Akpomuvie, 2011; Oyebamiji, and Mba,
2014).
Crude oil spill on water could cause
the volatile lower molecular weight
components of the oil to evaporate and
consequently adversely affect aerial life.
Less volatile components of the oil get
dissolved in the water and goes through the
process of oxidization. The waters become
emulsified and aquatic life is affected
(Ejofodomi and Ofualagba, 2017). The
detrimental effects of oil spills on the
environment are numerous. In water, it
stops oxygen getting to the plants and
animals. It harms insect and animals such as
periwinkles, crabs and crayfish, prevents
photosynthesis in plants, disrupts the food
chain, and takes a long time to recover or
remediate. Fishing, which is the major
traditional occupation of people living in
riverine areas, suffers, and the people’s
source of income is eroded as a result of
crude oil spills. There are also serious health

implications of crude oil spill. Inhalation,
dermal contact, and ingestion of the
constituents of spilled crude oil possess
acute and long-term health implications such
as severe headaches, fatigue and lethargy,
eye, nose and throat irritation. Other health
issues associated with oil spills are loss of
concentration and coordination, dizziness,
nervousness, insomnia, nausea, vomiting,
visual disorders, drowsiness, depression,
heightened anxiety, skin rashes and sores,
respiratory disorders, and even cancer
(Ejofodomi and Ofualagba. 2016; Incardona,
et al., 2009; Chang, et al., 2014; Salako, et
al., 2012; Rodriguez-Trigo, et al., 2007;
Binet, et al., 2002).
This paper investigates the ability to
successfully detect crude oil spills using
visible sensor imaging. Spill detection
techniques that employ visible sensors will
be able to perform prompt, automated spill
detection using the robust software
algorithm described in this paper. The spill
detection algorithm presented below, has the
ability to positively detect and characterize
crude oil spill in the images acquired with
video cameras.
2.0 Materials and Methods.
2.1 Materials
This section presents the materials used in
the development of this oil spill detection
algorithm. The oil spill algorithm presented
in this paper has the ability to positively
detect and characterize crude oil spills in the
images acquired with video cameras. All
crude oil spill images used in the
development and testing of the algorithm
were obtained from the Crude Oil Spill
Imaging Database (COSID), which is
publicly available to researchers and image
analysts at www.cosid.com.ng (Ofualagba
and Onyishi, 2020). The database presently
contains 104 visible sensor images of
simulated crude oil spills, with spill volumes
ranging from 0.01 L - 3 L. A total of 42
images were selected and used in the testing
of the spill detection algorithm. The list of
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the images used is shown Table 1. The
algorithm was developed and tested using
MATLABTM (The MathworksTM, Natick,
MA, USA).
2.2 Methods

The sequence of the crude oil spill detection
algorithm developed and applied to detect
crude oil spill is comprised of four major
steps as shown in Figure 1. These steps are:
sky
and
vegetation
segmentation,
homogeneity extraction, entropy filtration,
and standard deviation thresholding.

Figure 1: Sequence of steps used by the Algorithm to detect Crude Oil spills
2.2.1 Sky and vegetation segmentation
Most crude oil spill images contain at least
three major regions when classified by
color: sky, vegetation and land. In some of
the images used in this paper, only one or
two of these regions were present. The
colors for each of these regions are distinct.
The color of the sky ranged from white to
blue, the vegetation was primarily green,
and the color of the ground was brown. Each
color has a distinctive range in the RGB
color spectrum and this information was
exploited in the development of the color
segmentation portion of the spill detection
algorithm. Color analysis performed on
regions containing crude oil spills images
was used in determining the range of colors
exhibited by crude oil spills. This
experimentally determined color of crude oil
spills was found to be predominantly in the
brown region. To perform sky segmentation,
pixels whose RGB values are close to white
were eliminated. White has RGB value
255,255,255. Therefore, the algorithm was
programmed to eliminate every pixel image
whose RGB value was greater than
(220,220,220). To achieve this, two loops
were employed in the algorithm. The first

loop went through each row in the image
and the other went through each column in
the image to check for the RGB value of the
pixel at each point. The RGB value of each
determined sky pixel was then made black
by changing its RGB value to (0,0,0). A
sample of the output at this stage of the
algorithm is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a is
the original image, Image_0075, obtained
from COSID (Ofualagba and Onyishi,
2020), and Figure 2b is the sky segmented
image derived from the algorithm.
To perform vegetation elimination
for images containing vegetation, pixels
whose RGB values are less than
(121,195,110) were eliminated. The pixel
values for all RGB values within this range
were made black by changing their RGB
values to (0,0,0). Many shades of green have
values within this range. Preliminary testing
of the algorithm revealed that some crude oil
pixels also possessed RGB values within
this range, and this had a negative effect on
the algorithm's detection capability. It was
experimentally determined that RGB value
ranges of (20-120, 20-120, 20-120) could
also contain crude oil pixels. Therefore, a
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second step in the algorithm was employed
to preserve such pixels.
While this second step made the vegetation
segmentation step less effective, it ensured

(a)

(d)

that crude oil spills would be better detected
by the algorithm. The vegetation segmented
image for Image_0075 is shown in Figure
2c.

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 2. Output from the Detection Algorithm. (a) Original Image Image_0075 [12]. (b) Sky
Segmented Image. (c) Vegetation Segmented Image. (d) Homogeneity Extracted Image.

(e)Entropy filtered Image. (f) Standard Deviation Filtered Image. (g) Final Output Image
with Detected Crude Oil Spill.
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2.2.2 Homogeneity extraction
Homogeneity is a measure of how close the
grayscale value of a pixel is when compared
with its neighboring pixels (Ejofodomi and
Ofualagba, 2017). Homogeneity is one the
features used to identify region of interests
(ROIs). The RGB value of each pixel was
converted to its grayscale equivalent. Using
a window size of 3 x 3 pixels, the
homogeneity for each pixel in each sky and
vegetation segmented image image was
computed. If the difference between the
average grayscale value of the nine pixels in
the window and the grayscale value of the
center pixel was within a small range, then
the central pixel was classified as a
homogeneous pixel. If the difference was
outside the range, then that pixel was
determined to be non-homogeneous. Using
this method, every pixel in the sky and
vegetation segmented image was classified
as
either
homogeneous
or
nonhomogeneous. The range for determining
the homogeneity of a pixel was chosen
experimentally. The RGB values of all nonhomogeneous pixels were converted to
(0,0,0) in the original image. Next,
neighboring pixels that were similar were
grouped together into ROIs using the
bwlabel function, and the regionprops
function:

For each ROI identified, it its area was
greater than an experimentally determined
threshold, it was selected for further feature
analysis. The threshold was used to select
areas that could possibly contain crude oil
spills. If the ROI area was less than the
threshold, its RGB values were converted to
(0,0,0) and it was eliminated. The result of
the extraction stage for Image_0075 is
shown in Figure 2d.

2.2.3 Entropy filtration
Entropy, which contains the image
information, is a measure of the amount of
information that is needed for image
compression (Ejofodomi and Ofualagba,
2017; Canny, 1986). Entropy is a statistical
measure of randomness that can be used to
characterize the texture of the input image.
The entropy was computed for each
homogeneity extracted ROI using the
entropyfilt function with a 3 x 3 pixel
window size for the entire image. The image
being processed at this stage has already
gone through sky and vegetation
segmentation and homogeneity extraction.
In entropy filtration, the grayscale version of
the pixel RGB value is used. This obtained
by using the function:

(

)

After, the grayscale conversion, the
maximum entropy value and the minimum
entropy value were obtained. Only pixels
whose entropy values were greater than 40%
of the maximum entropy value but less than
80% of the maximum entropy value were
selected. This range was determined
experimentally. Entropy value outside this
range were discarded because it was outside
the entropy threshold. After computation,
pixels with an entropy value within the
predetermined range were selected for
further analysis. The entropy filtered image,
which contains the region of interest, is
shown in Figure 2e, and was sent to the next
stage for standard deviation filtering.
2.2.4 Standard deviation thresholding
In standard deviation filtering, the grayscale
image of the sky and vegetation
segmentation, homogeneity thresholding,
and entropy analysis was obtained, and the
standard deviation for every pixel computed
in a 3-by-3 neighborhood. Calculating the
standard deviation of pixels in a
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neighborhood can indicate the degree of
variability of pixel values in that region. For
areas with smooth texture, the range of
values in the neighborhood around a pixel
will be low.
In this algorithm, the maximum
standard deviation in the grayscale image is
obtained and used for standard deviation
filtering. In the grayscale image, if the
computed standard deviation for a pixel is
less than 10% of the maximum standard
deviation, then that pixel is retained and
classified as being a crude oil pixel. If the
standard deviation of a pixel is greater than
10% of the maximum standard deviation,
the pixel is classified as a non-crude oil
pixel and is removed. This threshold was
determined experimentally. The standard
deviation filtered image output is shown in
Figure 2f.
After performing standard deviation
filtering, neighborhood inter-connected
pixels are grouped together to form objects,
using
the
bwlabel
function.
The
characteristics of each object are obtained
with the regionprops function. If the area of

an object is less than 2,000 pixels, the object
is discarded. However, if the area of an
object is greater than 2,000 pixels, it is
classified as a detected crude oil spills. This
decision was also based on several trials and
was determined experimentally. All objects
detected as crude oil spills are displayed in
the final image as the output of the spill
detection algorithm which is shown in
Figure 2g. The full algorithm was
implemented on 42 random crude oil spill
images selected from COSID (Ofualagba
and Onyishi, 2020), to test the algorithm's
ability to automatically detect crude oil
spills in visible sensor images.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Presentation of results
The oil spill detection algorithm presented in
this paper was tested on 42 images randomly
picked from www.cosid.com.ng and the
result is shown in Table 1. The algorithm
successfully detected the crude oil spill in 36
of the 42 images. This translated to a
sensitivity of 85.7%.
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Table 1: Results of list of the 42 images used from www.cosid.com.ng (Ofualagba and
Onyishi, 2020)
Image
number

Result of
Detection

1

IMG_20200218_083807-min-2

7
8

IMG_20200218_091042-min
IMG_20200218_091052-min-1

9

IMG_20200218_091133-min-1

10

IMG_20200218_083807-min-2

12

IMG_20200218_091557-min

13

IMG_20200218_092226-min

21

IMG_20200218_093030-min

22

IMG_20200218_093914-min

29

IMG_20200218_095803-min

32
46

IMG_20200218_095856-min
IMG_20200219_122622-min

56

IMG_20200219_124527-min

58

IMG_20200219_124549-min

61

IMG_20200219_124644-min

63

IMG_20200219_124853-min

65

IMG_20200219_124908-min

67

IMG_20200219_124949-min

70

IMG_20200219_130637-min

72

IMG_20200219_130717-min

73

IMG_20200219_130808-min

74

IMG_20200219_131137-min

YES
YES

Image
number

Result of
Detection

75

IMG_20200219_131144-min

76
77

IMG_20200219_131219-min
IMG_20200219_131219-min

79

IMG_20200219_131307-min

80

IMG_20200219_131317-min

81

IMG_20200219_132234-min

86

IMG_20200219_132852-min

89

IMG_20200219_133505-min

90

IMG_20200219_133521-min

93

IMG_20200219_134035-min

94
96

IMG_20200219_134046-min
IMG_20200219_134251-min

97

IMG_20200219_134251-min

98

IMG_20200219_134307-min

99

IMG_20200219_134514-min

100

IMG_20200219_134530-min

101

IMG_20200219_134533-min

102

IMG_20200219_134552-min

103

IMG_20200219_134556-min

104

IMG_20200219_134605-min

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES

YES
NO

NO

YES
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO
YES

YES

NO

YES
YES

YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES

3.2 Discussion of results
The spill detection algorithm tested in this
paper was able to detect the crude oil spills
in 36 out of 42 randomly selected spill
images from COSID (Ofualagba and
Onyishi, 2020). This resulted in an
algorithm sensitivity of 85.7%. The
algorithm was unable to detect the crude oil
spill in Image_0032. For this image, the
predominant color of the vegetation was
brown, and not green, as assumed by the
algorithm. Therefore, the algorithm was
unable to successfully segment out the
vegetation in the image and this is shown in
Figure 3c. Homogeneity extraction and
entropy filtration correctly identified the

crude oil spill in the image (see Figures 3c
and 3d). However, the threshold set forth for
the standard deviation filtration proved
inefficient for Image_0032. Only very
minimal regions of the crude oil spill were
selected at this stage (see Figure 3e), their
areas being less than 2,000 pixels and so
were not correctly identified as crude oil
spills (see Figure 3f). The same scenario
was encountered when the algorithm was
tested on Image_0046 and Image_0072. It is
therefore recommended that the threshold of
the standard deviation filtering be adjusted
to increase the algorithm's capability to
detect these crude oil spills.
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(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 3. (a) Original Image Image_0032 (Ofualagba and Onyeshi, 2020). (b) Sky & Vegetation
Segmented Image. (c) Homogeneity Extracted Image. (d) Entropy filtered Image. (e)

Standard Deviation Filtered Image. (f) Final Output Image with Detected Crude Oil Spill.
The algorithm was unable to detect the
crude oil spill in Image_0086. For this
image, the crude oil spill was a visibly
inhomogeneous region (see Figure 4a), with
areas of the spill rendered almost black by
vegetation shadows. As a result of this,
during the homogeneity extraction stage, the
algorithm failed to identify these black crude
oil spill pixels (see Figure 4c). Recall that if
a pixel is classified as not possessing crude
oil spill, its RGB value is converted to
(0,0,0), which is the color black. As such,
crude oil spill pixels with color black are
automatically assumed to be non-crude oil
spill pixels by the algorithm. Further along,
the standard deviation filtering of the image

only selected regions of the crude oil spills,
whose areas were less than the 2,000 pixel
threshold set for th by the algorithm,
rendering spill detection impossible for this
image. A similar result was obtained when
the algorithm was tested on Image_0086 and
Image_0090. Based on this, it is
recommended that a pre-processing step be
included in the algorithm to identify and flag
crude oil pixels what may naturally have the
RGB value for color black, prior to
commencing
sky
and
vegetation
segmentation. This will ensure that the
algorithm is able to successfully detect
inhomogeneous crude oil spills with RGB
values close to (0,0,0).
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure 4. (a) Original Image Image_0081 ((Ofualagba and Onyishi, 2020)). (b) Sky & Vegetation
Segmented Image. (c) Homogeneity Extracted Image. (d) Entropy filtered Image. (e)

Standard Deviation Filtered Image. (f) Final Output Image with Detected Crude Oil Spill.
The sky segmentation stage of the algorithm
proved to be extremely effective in
identifying and eliminating sky regions
present in any crude oil spill image. Figure
5a shows a crude oil spill from COSID
containing a section of the sky. The output

of the algorithm after sky segmentation is
shown in Figure 5b, which is extremely
satisfactory. This helped to ensure that the
algorithm could successfully detect the
crude oil spill in the image, as shown in
Figure 5c.

￼￼￼￼
(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 5. (a) Original Image Image_0102 [12]. (b) Sky Segmented Image. (c) Final Output Image with
Detected Crude Oil Spill.
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While the sky segmentation stage proved to
be extremely effective, the performance of
the vegetation segmentation was ineffective.
An additional step was included in this stage
to extract crude oil spills with RGB values
close to green vegetation and this had a
negative effect on the algorithm's efficiency
at this stage. Figure 6a shows an original
spill image from COSID. The output of the
vegetation segmentation stage is shown in
Figure 6b. It is observed that majority of the
green vegetation is still present even after
the stage has been executed. As a result, in
addition to detecting the crude oil spill in
this image, as shown in Figure 6c, the
algorithm also wrongly flagged several

(a)

vegetation regions as possibly containing
crude oil spills. When the additional step
included in this stage was eliminated, the
resulting output of the segmentation stage is
shown in Figure 6d. It is evident that the
vegetation segmentation stage is highly
affected by incorporating this additional
step. It is recommended that a more rigorous
vegetation segmentation stage be developed
to make this spill detection algorithm more
robust. In addition to detecting and
eliminating green vegetation, the vegetation
segmentation stage should also be improved
to detect vegetation with RGB values of
brown color.

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. (a) Original Image Image_0081 [12]. (b) Vegetation Segmented Image. (c) Final Output

Image with Detected Crude Oil Spill. (d) Vegetation Segmentation without Crude oil RGB
extraction step.
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The algorithm demonstrated the ability to
detect crude oil spills as small as 0.1 L (see
Image_0001), and could prove useful in
early spill detection systems. Future work
includes development and incorporation of
spill estimation stages into the algorithm to
be accurately measure the volume of crude
oil spills after swift automated detection.
Conclusion
While several methods are being used to
detect crude oil spills as quickly as possible,
visible sensor imaging is utilized because of
its low cost. This paper presents an
automated algorithm for spill detection
using visible sensor systems. The algorithm
consists of sky and vegetation segmentation,
homogeneity extraction, entropy filtration,
and standard deviation thresholding. The
algorithm was successfully tested on 42
crude oil spill images obtained from the
Crude Oil Spill Imaging Database, and
detected the crude oil spill in 36 of the 42
images, resulting in an efficiency of 85.7 %.
Future work includes development and
incorporation of spill estimation stages into
the algorithm to be accurately measure the
volume of crude oil spills after swift
automated detection.
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